
the first professionally trained anthro~ologist for the I?epart
ment Loren Eiseley. This interest continually evolved with the
employment of additional staff until finally there emerged a
separate Department of Anthropology. . .. .

Wh n Chandler Dean Malott was mterested m the intro-
duction :f the case-method study of Human Re1ati~ns he chose
the most respected social scientist in the University to .go ~o

Harvard University for a year to become acquainted WIth It.
When Carroll Clark came back' enthused about it, I r~member

feelinz that some of its ideas were rather strange but If.Carroll
Clarkbembraced them there must be something in it. This mter.est
continued to grow until a half dozen K.~. faculty were teaching
Human Relations courses. Eventually this work became a part
of the Department of Speech. .

Thus, throughout his career Dr. Clark wa~ contmuousI!
probing into the frontiers of new areas of socIolo~y. In this
article written at the beginning of space exploration we see
agaon his emphasis on the d~velopm~nt of new asp.ects of knowl
edge and an effort to link It up WIth the evolutionary process
of man's past. . .

Upon the occasion of his retirement from the University
of Kansas in 1968 over one hundred colleagues and .fo~er

students sent letters of expression of gratitude ~o: t~e l~spIra

tion they had derived from his teaching and partlc~patlon 1~ the
profession. A memorial fund was established which con.tIDues
to - provide cash. awards to graduate students in th~ Socl0lo~y

Department. The dominant theme in this memorial ~as ~he

example he set of warmth, humanness, and intellectual inspira-

tion. I . .
The need for human adaptation to space exp oratlo~ IS

thus emphasized once again in this ~arly p~per for the Amencan
Rocket Society. It is a need that will continue to develop as we
resume our manned space flights.

Marston M. McCluggage
Emeritus Professor of Sociology

University of Kansas
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University ofKansas
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Man stands on the threshold of perhaps the most audaci
ous venture of his evolutionary career. It promises to outdo
the feat of our forebears, when million of years ago, they term
inated their arboreal apprenticeship and dared to struggle for
survival on the ground. A chancy undertaking indeed that was,
coming down out of the trees and pitting the frail primate
physique against a ferocious fauna and countless unknown
dangers. It may have been the boldest move so far. But today
man is making one yet more daring, as he readies his machines
to launch himself into outer space, there to begin exploration
and discovery that promise to free him from his earth-bound
status and open to him the greatest adventure of all.

Between these two epochal feats-the descent from the
trees and the ability to escape from the earth's gravitational
field-lie many another evolutionary step that has carried our
race further away from the estate of our animal relatives, and
has involved us every more complexly in modes of life and in
problems that are_ uniquely our own: The earlier steps in the
hominidal direction were biological and therefore blind-our
anthropoid ancestors could not foresee the consequences of
mutant developments or other sematic changes such as the
enlarged neopallium of the brain, or the pelvic and orthograde
posture and bipedal locomotion. Saltatory genetic processes and
the morphological plasticity of the primate stock give rise to the
unique biological species, Homo sapiens, with no one aware of
what was happening or pondering about what might lie ahead.

. Scarcely less blind must have been the early forward steps
in cultural evolution-the first fabrication of tools and weapons
of wood or stone, the first art of fire-making, the first gutteral
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ejaculations that became consensually vali~ated ~n. the gro~p as
symbols for communication. As cultural, in ad.ditlon to, biolo-

ical evolution became the mode of his adaptations to, and sue-
g .' h h . ent man became whatcessful transaction WIt , t e envrronm ,
Korzybski has called a "time-binding" creature. Thro~gh oral
tradition and later through writing, the past became hl~ parent
and teacher, the future his child to anticipate and In some

measure to control. . .
The technologies of communication. and .ed~catlon since

the invention of writing have made the time-binding p~ocess a
th Pooling of knowledge and experience. WIth the

mammo ful i .
growth and institutionalization of free ~nd purpose u. mquuy,
first in the physical, then in the biological, and last in the be
havioral sciences, it has become possible for us not only. t?
understand and control the phenomena of nature, but to. antrci

pate and direct, in some degree, the outc~me of SOCial an~
cultural events. Today, with space travel VIrtually at hand, it
becomes of the utmost importance to foresee pr~bable dev~lop
ments and problems that will arise, and lay te~t~tive plans aimed
at making the new venture maximally beneficial to the human

race.
We can anticipate many problems likely to obstruct suc-

cessful exploitation of the opportunities offered by space ex
ploration, only a few of which can be treated here. Among t~e
more serious, but by no means the most obvious, are SOCial
attitudes and sentiments that predispose man to what,~ay ~e
termed "planetary provincialism," or perhaps "a sort of . cosmic

iS01ationism.". .' . . .
Attitudes and sentiments are tendencies to act and. feel In

certain ways in certain types of situations. They are n~t ~nb~rn,
but derived from learning in its broadest sense, or soc~allza:lon.
What particularly concerns us is the .fact that the sltu~tlOnal
components of these action tendenCies are all terrestrial set
ci s and hence from the standpoint of the space venture,
mg " hI' 1. ib d F of us indeed have more t an a re anve yClrCUmSCrl e. ew " .

narrow access even to the cultures, social systems, g~ographic
habitats, and other phenomena of this e~rthly enVIronment.
None of us, at this writing, has travelled into outer space or
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Earth-Bound Attitudes

had direct experience of what lies beyond earth's thin envelope
of air and its constraining gravitational field.

One consequence of this condition can be fear, for man
has always had a dread of the unknown. No doubt the vast
majority of humans would shrink with fear from personally
launching on a space journey even though rewards were great
and safety factors approximated those of transoceanic air travel.
Nevertheless, it seems less likely that fear will impede progress
in exploitation of space than some other consequences of our
"planetary provincialism:' One of those is pretty sure to be an
incapacity of the imagination, the inability to envisage the
needs, possibilities, safeguards, adjustment requirements, and
other factors that will arise in the space venture. This imagina
tive incapacity may be surmounted by those scientifically trained
and organized to deal with space problems. Its more paralyzing
effects will come from the great mass of the poorly informed
and indifferent who nonetheless, in a free society, have a key
part in the collective decision-making necessary to promote 'the
space venture. The flood of science fiction) comic strips, and
other mass-media material presenting imaginary space adven
tures should not deceive us on this point. While these have no
doubt fanned popular interest and increased receptivity to the
idea of space travel, they are not as a rule sufficiently grounded
in facts to develop realistic understanding and the disciplined
imagination needed for sound collective judgments on space
issues.

Even more obstructive are those attitudes and sentiments
that focus on a narrow nationalism and block the way to attain
ing effective .intemational organization. Political evolution
from the primitive tribe to the modern nation-state was a slow
process, for the most part involving social forces moving at a
secular pace. It moved forward through the organization and
establishment of power structures that were grounded on princi
ples of legitimacy, and were in some measure responsible to
the emerging needs and values embraced in political goals.
Technological, demographic, economic and cultural forces
spurred the advances, but stable nationhood was only attained
when underlying attitudes of tolerance, fairplay) belief in justice

13
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through the rule of law, and the like, supplied a basic concensus
within the nation-state. .

Great as this achievement was, we are forced to recognIZe
today that unbridled sovereignty of the nation-state become~an
anachronism in the space age. Our scientific and technol~g~cal

culture has rapidly outstripped the culture of o~r political
organization, resulting in a culture lag of the m?st ~erlous nature.
The solution does not lie in scrapping the attitudinal consensus
undergirding the nation-state, but in deve!oping ~ew attitudes
appropriate to collective action in the l~tern~tlonal sphere.

This calls for social guidance and inventiveness on an
unprecedented scale which challenge the concerted effort~ of
sociologists, social psychologists, cultural anthropologlst~,

students of jurisprudence, political scientists, and other s~e.cl

alists in the behavioral sciences, who must supply the requlslte
knowledge.

So far as international organization is concerned, we can
be fairly confident that the challenge :,ill be met, :md that
intensive research will focus on the major problems involved.
But even among professional scholars, we can expect strong
resistent attitudes that may impede, especially at the outset,
the mobilization of their knowledge and skills to deal with space
problems and the drastic social reconstru~tion demande~ by
conditions of the space age. To many, such ideas as space migra
tions, the occupation and settlement of other planets,. and
commercial exploitation of their resou~ces ~hrough ~nter

planetary trade, seem too fan tastic .to merl~ .serlous considera
tion. Even scholars who accept the probability that these de
velopments will come to pass within the 1ife-tim.e of the.present
generation, are likely to hesitate i~ displaying lntere~t In them
or their probable consequences, In advance of their actually

happening. .. ..
It scarcely need be said that the att~tude. of. ~clentlflc

caution is well-grounded and indispensable in ~clen~lflc.work.
As in the case of the natural scientist, the social scientist has
been taught to frown upon purely speculative ~he~rizing.Ne:er
theless, the social scientist cannot escape an obligation to project
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from his base-line data any dynamic trends and logical develop
ments that have potentially high social significance and a rea
sonable degree of probability. The imminence of excursions of
man into outer space presents him both with an opportunity
and a challenge. It puts a demand upon him to bring into play
a disciplined imagination to the end of developing stochastic
lines of inquiry-the projection of knowledge of behavioral
uniformities under known conditions to the probable conditions
under which men would act, given certain developments in the
conquest of space.

Meanwhile, as we have said, the most obstructive attitudes
and most serious culture lags that stand in the way of human
security and progress in the unfolding era of space and the
atom lie in the earth-bound realm of social relations. In their
essence, these problems are not new, but are hoary with an
tiquity, and have badgered mankind throughout the course of
cultural evolution. They involve the relationships of the in
dividual and the group, the maintenance of social systems with
out stultifying abuses of power, the interrelations of groups
and power structures, the resolution of destructive conflict
within the between groups, the readjustment of social patterns
to keep abreast of technological advances, and the like. Whether
viewed morally or sociologically, we have had such problems all
along the way. What is perhaps new is the compelling urgency
they assume as we confront the atom and space venture. One
need not be prescient to feel quite sure that human destiny today
is at a turn where the stakes are unprecedenrly high, that the
tortuous road ahead is not to be muddled through, and that
time-the time available to put our human relations in order-is
rapidly running out.

One hopeful generalization may be drawn from contem
porary findings in the behavioral sciences. People's attitudes
can be changed and social organization can be reconstructed
on a scale and with a rapidity that was thought impossible only
a few years ago. If other evidence were lacking, the speed with
which modern technic-ways have replaced age-old folkways in
Russia and in many parts of the Orient would serve to refute
the Sumnerian view that, even under the impact of revolution,
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mores and institutions can move only at a glacier-like pace
and as a result of natural forces beyond purposive human con-

trol.
Can we master the agencies and instruments of guided

social change that are available in the enlightened democracies
of the free world and focus them upon the goals of social,
economic, and political reconstruction demanded by the space
age? Can we drive home to this generation the r~~ation that
neither the concept of war as we have known It In the past,
nor the other principal means through which international
peace and stability were formerly sought have any validity i~
the new era? Can we shift from the divisive, self-defeating atn
tudes of the ancient tribe to those of responsible concern for
the rights and welfare of all humankind under the rule of int~r
national law? We must try, and only if we succeed can we rise
from the status of hapless earthlings to become masters of the

new world in space.
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From a working definition of description, the meaning of

idealized representation is presented. I t is suggested that, as

a universal means of depiction, idealized representation stands

in a contradictory relationship with the concrete conditions of

its production, generating descriptive irresponsibility. Features

of descriptive activity are presented, which serve as a basis for

redefining the moral character of idealized representation.

As a 'working definition, description might be .said to be
the process by which things, ideas, or events are represented.
Our intention is first to briefly develop the definition along a
conventional line in order then to make suggestions for a theory
of descriptive. activity ~ one that is social and informed by some
current sociological approaches to it and that generally frames
an ongoing program of related research. In the main, the sug
gestions are intended to be practical; they do not aim toward
a final transcendent version of representation. Rather, they
provide a means for analytically perusing the working affairs
of those who concertedly engage in description. We shall argue
that, as a universal means of depiction, conventional or idealized
representation stands in a contradictory relationship with the
concrete 'working conditions of its production, generating des
criptive irresponsibility.




